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VERNON JEFFRIES STATEMENT
Before Christmas I was notified

by letter that my teaching
contract for next year would not
be renewed. No reasons were
stated (That's the "policy".).
Because I was curious and
concerned about it I talked with
ntost of those who made that
decision, including the college
president. I still couldn't get any
answers.about why they decided
against me (That's the"policy").I
wish I knew because maybe they
aren't valid ones, or, if they are,
perhaps I could grow as a teacher
from knowing them.

There are many rumors floating
around about why I might not have
been re-hired. Some are true;
some I wish were true; some are
so utterly absurd and totally false
I want to cry. Practically all of
them have to do with my personal
life — which, it seems, should not
be part of the issue, and are really
irrelevant anyhow in deciding my
effectiveness and capabilities as a
teacher.

One of the main purposes of this
letter is to invite anyone who is
concerned, or curious, about the
rumors and/or issues involved in
my non-renewal to simply ask me
about them, and I'll verify or

dispute them. Or we can sit
around and swap rumors because
we can probably share different
ones we've heard. To help clarify
the situation I've called for an
open hearing of faculty, students
and administration to discuss any
issues involved.

I am challenging and will fight
the decision made in every
positive way I can; for several
reasons:

First: a personal one. I do not
feel the decision on retaining me
was made on a sound sensible
basis — no one who made the
dec i s ion ever v i s i t ed my
classroom or formally questioned
me about what I was doing in or
out of the classroom so I could
explain my actions.

Second: because students, once
again, have been by-passed
completely in having a voice and
influence in deciding things about
their own education and college;
— in this case helping choose
which teachers they feel are worth
retaining.

Third: because as the renewal
system now works not only are
non-tenured t eache r s in a
powerless, defenseless position,
but the whole process of deciding

jj What's Happening

Fri. (13) Basketball: Corning C.C. 8:00 p.m.
Band: "Soul Review" — Little Theatre
Last day for 75% tuition refund
Friday the 13th — Beware

Sat. (14) Basketball & Wrestling: Mohawk Valley (H)
Valentine's Day

Mon. (16) Exec. Board meeting 12:00 a.m. conference Room
Tue. (17) Basketball: Auburn C.C. 8:00 p.m. (H)

Wrestling —5:30
Movie: "Collector" 1:00p.m.

Wed. (18) Swimming: Alfred 7:30 p.m.
MCC Cinema: "That Man From Rio"
Room 9-100 8:00 p.m.
Food Service: Italian Day

Thu. (19) Movie: "That Man From Rio"
Room 8-300 12:00

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES
Madison, Wis.-( I .P. )-The

University of Wisconsin has joined
Harvard among the first schools
to develop a major in Afro-
American studies. Letters and
Science Dean Stephen Kleene's
proposal includes a "model"
curriculum, though actual courses
and content will be determined by
the department and go through the
usual college curriculum
channels.

General requirements for
majors in the new department will
be the same as for other majors in
the College of Letters and Science.
A student would take between 30
and 40 credits of Afro-American
studies, with at least one course in
each of the areas of concentration
(history, culture and literature,
and society). He would need at
least 15 credits in one of the areas
and at least 15 in advanced
courses.

The model curriculum lists 32
courses plus opportunities for
advanced study. Included are:

Introduction to Afro-American
History, History of Racial Protest
Movements in America, Afro-
A m e r i c a n C u l t u r a l and
Intellectual Tradition, The Black
Man in American Fiction, Afro-
American Music, Afro-American
Art, Discrimination and Prejudice
in American Society, The Legal
System and Afro-Americans, and
Strategies of Economic
Development.

All courses offered by the
department would be open to any
student with the proper academic
prerequisi tes . The proposal
indicates an expected enrollment
in all courses of between 1,200 and
1,500 the first year. This is
expected to rise to between 2,100
and 2,400 by 1973-74.

renewals and tenure is carried out
in a petty, negative way. Perhaps
it could be changed.

Many persons have expressed
an interest and concern about my
situation — primarily students.
Ironically, and once again,
students seem more willing to risk
toward changing an archaic
procedure affecting teachers than
teachers themselves. But then,
everyone knows that most
teachers just talk about change
anyhow, and that when its time for
commitment or controversy they
scurry to a "neutral" position.

I don't realistically expect to
change any decisions myself.

I can't really expect or demand
help from anyone else.

But I do feel sure that what I've
done, and the ideas I represent,
are worth standing up for.

Vernon Jeffries
Sociology Department

PETITION Ricciardo

Students involved in signing people up for the petition concerning the
rights of non-tenured teachers and students.

LAB FEE SITUATION AT MCC
by John 1 .aBella

On Wednesday, February 28, a
c o n f r o n t a t i o n took p l a c e
discussing the subject of lab fees.
The informal meeting was held in
the office of Dr. Glasser, Dean of
Financial Affairs

It was disclosed at this meeting
that all lab fees are being
legitimately used.

When the question was raised
about typing, geology, biology,
and all fees in general , Dr.
Glasser replied that the money in
each individual case was used to
buy supplies or to maintain the
working order of equipment. For
example, in biology, rats have to
be purchased each semester in
order to be observed by biology
students. Typewriters must be
repaired almost constantly. Lab
equipment such as microscopes
have to be bought, repaired, and
cleaned. Things in each of these
catagories are expensive. For
instance, this isn't an official
figure, but I believe that rats are
$17 per dozen. In the typing
department the $10 lab fee is used
in order to repair faulty machines.

Many students have a complete
misconception of what a lab fee is.
Students conceptualize that lab
fees are paid directly to be used in
order to purchase supplies for
themselves. For example geology
students complain because they
have to buy their own rocks after
paying a fee of $10. The fee money,
in geology, is used to purchase
acids and other chemicals which
are used in class.

The balance of money, after the
total expenditure, in every
particular department is put into
"Student Services". Student
Services pays certain fees such as
salaries and building upkeep.
Tuition money is partially used in
this department, but the amount
of tuition money apportioned for
this section isn't enough. Thus, the
lab fee money is partially used
here. If the circumstance should
arise, from year to year, that a
certain amount of money is left
over, this money remains in
student services until the next
year.

It seems unfair that some

students taking more than one lab
course should have to pay $20, and
sometimes even $30 additional in
lab fees. For that matter it seems
foolish that the individual student
has to pay for maintenance and
supplies. This is a task which
should be paid through taxes!
When asked if a more universal
fee could be established to help
take the burden off people who
have more than one lab course,
Dr. Glasser replied this: "I have
brought up the idea that a flat $10
additional fee should be paid at
registration by each student." He
went on to explain "This would
lighten the burden of people who
are taking two, or even three lab
courses, and an additional $10 fee
wouldn't hurt the student to any
great extent."

Since MCC is a State two year
institution it has a flat registration
fee as all of the state colleges do.
A proposition was developed that
students should pay more money if
they have over the usual rate of 16
credit hours. In other words for
each additional course, a certain
fee should be charged, as at most
private institutions. To this Dr.
Glasser commented that it would
be a helpful solution but also a
complex one. For example, their
are some students who graduate
from MCC in three semesters by
taking an over load of courses
naturally exceeding 16 credit
hours. Now, if this type of student

was charged for the additional
courses it would mean more
income for the school and that
much less for them to make up in
the form of lab fees. A measure as
such would be frowned upon by
students graduating in three
semesters. But, would it be a fair
measure? This reporter chooses to
answer in the affirmative because
the three semester graduate
would be paying for additional
courses, but saving on the tuition
money for the fourth semester.

However, this solution wouldn't
be effective. The reason is that in
certain cases students at the
beginning of a semester only take
13 credit hours, not the usual 16
because certain required courses
are closed out. When this student,
in his next semester, has to take 19
credit hours in order to make up
for the loss, under the system of
paying for anything over 16 credit
hours, he would be unjustly
charged more money. The book
work in a situation such as this
would be too complex and very
confusing.

As one can surmise money in
college is one big hassle. As of the
present time, the solution of a
universal fee at registration
seems to be the only fair answer to
the lab fee problem. In the near
future at r eg i s t r a t i on this
additional fee "probably" will be
added to the present registration
fee, and lab fees will be omitted
entirely.

WATCH YOUR
VALUABLES! STOLEN
PROPERTY PROBLEMS

From Eugene F. Coon, Supervisor
of Campus Security

Since the beginning of the
current school year, an excessive
numberof items of personal
property such as purses, wallets,
coats, books, etc. have been
reported stolen. The majority of
these items, at the time of loss,
were unattended. For your own
p r o t e c t i o n , p l ea se do not
unnecessarily leave items of

personal property out of your
immediate view.

As a point of information, most
losses through theft of personal
property is covered under the
theft clause of your individual
home owner's insurance policy.
The college cannot purchase
insurance of this nature nor can it
legally pay for the loss of personal
property.
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BACK TALK Monroe

VIETNAM, FOREVER?

To the Editor:
The US is in Vietnam to

suppress a popular revolution, the
primary aim of which is land
reform. This suppression leads its
policy of stopping the socialist
movement in the Third World.

It is especially critical that the
US government do this now
because it needs the Third World
in ways it did not just tens years
ago.

The Third World first
supplied slaves and then raw
materials to the industrialized
West. But when, as a capitalist
system, the West was fully
industrialized and therefore no
longer an area for profitable
investment, it became necessary
to find new geographical areas in
which to invest. A successor to the
Marshall Plan had to be found
when that interprize ended about
1965. The space race, ABM, tanks
and planes, and such absurd
projects as Rockefeller's mall
project could only absorb a
limited amount of capital. Unless
more capital was absorbed the
scarcity which makes domestic
profit possible could not be
maintained.

Thus, the Third World had to be
industrialized so that it could
absorb surplus capital, provide a
market for more technical
American goods, and erect a
colonial boureoisie to secure the
region.

India provides one of the best
targets for this industrialization
because of its relative stability, its
population size and growth, which
will make it larger than China in
40 yea r s , and i ts Western,
particularly English language
traditions.

In order to industrialize a nation
a cheap food supply is necessary.
Knowing this, the military-
banking complex pursued
Vietnam for the very reason that
conservatives in the US charged
that China wanted it;Rice. Not all
parts of the US government went
into Vietnam with its eyes closed.
The bureaucracies like the State
D e p t . and t he P e n t a g o n
understood the matter better than
did the Senate. They knew that if
the US destroyed enough fields,
homes, schools, plantations and
factories, only Japan, the USSR
and the US would have sufficient
capital to rebuild Vietnam. Of
these, Japan has less capital than
the US and a lso it can be
m a n i p u l a t e d by the US.
Furthermore, it is a capitalist
c o u n t r y . The USSR has
t r a d i t i o n a l l y been v e r y
uninterested in S.E. Asia. (In 1962
it did not even have a diplomatic
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e in L a o s . )
Moreover, such an involvement in
S.E. Asia would widen the rift
between the USSR and China.

Getting any nation, growing or
not, industrializing or not, into the
US system is vital to those who
control and profit from the
American economy, because this
economy must continually expand
to insure profit for these few.
Once a country is within the
American system of monetary
exchange , m e a s u r e m e n t ,
language, and equipment and
supply it is virtually impossible to
remove itself from it. Thus,
American capitalists feel that
even in war-torn Vietnam the
profitability of their investment is
inev idab le . Vie tnam can ,
therefore, be persued at great
cost.

Given this situation, there will
probably be another war in
Vietnam. The National Liberation
Front is no doubt aware of these
facts and may have already

resigned itself to a coalition
government which will accept
huge amounts of American
capital. Once the capital is in tact
there, the people of Vietnam will
fight again to capture what is
rightfully theirs, nationalize it,
d e m o c r a t i z e it and bui ld
socia l ism. Long live their
struggle; it is ours.

Don Stevens
Univ. of Rochester SDS
8 Hanna Place, Rochester
271-1115

ATTITUDE PROBLEM

To the Editor:
Registration is a difficult

enough process as it is without
having someone choose you out of
a crowd to hassel because he
doesn't "like your attitude".

Mr. Tieppo, who is in charge of
registration, decided that he had
had enough of the grief the
students wanted to give him so he
was apparently out for blood. He
must have decided he was going to
run the next "radical" student
through the mill and make him
suffer for all the worry he'd had
for the past few days. At this
point, I, quite unsuspectingly,
meandered along, entered the
gym, realized I didn't have a
writing implement, so not to cause
people worry and because it was
inconvenient, I exited the same
way I entered.

At this point, Mr. Tieppo came
up behind me and asked, "Do you
got some special problem?" in
quite a gruff, and sarcastic tone.

"No," said I. This is how the
conversation progressed:

"Where's your orange card?"
You can't register without an
orange card!"

"What orange card?" (I didn't
know of an orange card because I
hadn't seen one yet.)

"The one you got at the table!"
"I didn't get one. Should I get it

now?"
"You'll get it when I tell them to

give it to you."
So, there I stood for 30 minutes

waiting for some senile, old, bald
man to tell the Senators to give me
my orange card, which they had
pulled and had waiting at their
fingertips.

I was advised by the people that
knew him that I should have
apologized to him when I didn't do,
or saw anything that might
warrant an apology or bring on
such an onslaught of open wrath as
was displayed.

As it appears to me I should
receive the apology from this
man, not the other way around.
Also, I feel it should be common
knowledge to every student who is
attending MCC, or will attend
MCC, as to who to go to in such a
case that I experienced. I don't
think it's right to throw the whole
responsibility on one man, let
alone not know where to report
when personal prejudice is
involved in such an important
situation like registration.

Thank you for your
cooperation and patience,
M. S. Ricciardo

IN DEFENSE

To The Editor:
For the past two and a half

years that I have been attending
Monroe Community College, I
have not heard as much discontent
over the school, and most of all the
fraternities and sororities, as I
have this year. It may be true
what some people say about these
organizations and I surely hope
that their leaders wake up to the
facts and straighten them out.
However after reading the M.D.
for the past semester, I think the

criticism is getting out of hand
and the people who are doing it are
a little ridiculous.

In September, 1967, I decided to
join Gamma Chi fraternity, not
knowing a thing about it. I didn't
join because they had people in the
student association or because
they could put on the best parties
it was because I wanted to meet
people and make friends. After
going through my six weeks of
green hat wearing, yes sir and no
sir and a lot of grief, I became a
brother of the fraternity whose
same people seem to want to
discredit as much as possible. I
found out that it isn't all beer
blasts, parties and what some dub
us as . . . loud mouth idiots. It is
also a group acting together to
hold a Christmas party for some
old people who might not have had
one if not for these organizations.
It is also a bunch of guys trying to
maneuver in six inches of mud to
try to put up a Christmas tree in
the square, and then decorate it
with a few lights, to try to obtain a
little Christmas spirit from the
MCC population no matter how
bad the tree looked.

But most of all it is a showing of
brotherhood when a fraternity, as
a whole, attends a Mass for a
brother who died some six years
ago to pay their respects to him
and his family even though most
of us didn't even know him.

I am not just defending Gamma
Chi but every other organization
of this school. They may do what
some of you people don't agree
with, however, from my own
personal view I consider my
joining one of these organizations
the best thing I ever did at Monroe
Community College.

John R. Slivick,
Gamma Chi Fraternity

HIPPIE STEVE

To the Editor:
R: Steve Fine

I just saw^your article and you
may be speaking for some of the
students whose only concern is a
hot dog or hamburger, but what of
those of us who prefer something
decent to eat? There are plenty of
people — staff, faculty, and even
many students who prefer decent
nourishing food and not the kind of
CRAP they serve in the cafeteria.

Mr. Amy is not a personal friend
of mine, but I didn't care for your
particular accusations.

You are obviously one of the
hippies who likes to talk a lot
without knowing what he is
saying.

Quote me if you like!!!
Jeanne Caplan
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OVERCROWDED CLASSES
There are many problems associated with registration.

Many facets are annoying, others frustrating. This is not to say
that some don't enjoy a quick, easy registration because some
students do in fact have a less difficult time of it.

Certain problem areas can be rectified, but the means that
are used is another matter entirely. One way to handle abrupt,
inconsiderate people is to give them a course in human relations
or to be equally abrupt and boring. This is one way to handle a
problem. When courses are closed or there aren't enough
teachers to go around, the way to solve the problem isn't to
overload classes. Large lectures aren't necessarily a problem
with an unwieldly amount of science students where the main
purpose is lecturing. However, a course like Modern Poetry or
Shakespeare involves the student. It requires classroom
participation. When there are close to seventy people in a class
the atmosphere is gone. There is instead a millieu of ananymity;
one becomes a faceless person. These courses in particular are
intimate courses. "Sensitive people take poetry," was said by
Mrs. Rosenblum, who is the poetry instructor.

A large class isn't conducive to student participation. Many
students are shy to begin with, but when they are thrust in with
sixty-nine others, their problem becomes compounded.

The obvious answer is to hire more competent teachers.
There is a great deal of money involved here, but something has
to be done before the situation is tragic. It's already out of hand.
Teachers are complaining also. They're demanding higher
salaries for the overload that they're required to have and why
shouldn't they get more money?

MCC is increasing enrollment but isn't hiring teachers or
increasing campus buildings at the same rate. In case you
haven't noticed, it's more crowded this year.

Budget cuts or whatever this whole problem requires the
attention of everyone. Student-Faculty Forum has been
restarted. Hopefully this Friday (Feb. 13) some action will be
initiated. The Student Senate would be more than happy to listen
to rational complaints about oversized classes.

In the meantime perhaps, Mr. Tieppo would be well advised
in cutting off certain courses. Students will be closed anyhow, so
why make problems worse? Students should care about the
quality of education not only with whether they have pin-ball
machines or not. There isn't much calling for pin-ball wizards
these days.

ARE Voo )M
HERE TO

HEM GET
OUT//
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VETERANS VIEWPOINT
by Robert Ault

Vietnam, Paris Peace talks, the
draft lottery, life in the service
and various other topics will be
opiniated in this column.

If you would really like to know
the truth of what really is thought
of the war by the men who fought
it or supported it militarywise,
you will want to read "Veteran's
Viewpoint".

Do we fight against communism
or for communism? Do we fight
for or against the wishes of our
country's citizens? Does our
country deserve the many
thousands of lives that are spent in
non-ground gaining offensives?
What effect do peace marches
really have on the military and the
men within it's jurisdiction?

These and any questions that
you the student body or teachers
may have will be discussed and
released to you through this
column. To get an opinion on your
questions, just leave it with the
editor of the Monroe Doctrine. It
need not be signed and you need
not leave your name. Your
questions will be answered as soon
as possible to the best of our
ability.

If any veteran would like to
express his opinion or be part of a
group discussion please come to
the Monroe Doctrine office for
information.

All sincere opinions will be used
in this column and credit will be
given to those whose opinions are
used. This may be your chance to
say what you think of the service.
Remember you can not be
persecuted for your opinions.

Rathbun

Glass Onion

by Brian Rathbun
In the past few years there's

been quite a hassle over the now
budding art of photography. Some
say that it is not art, that anyone
can take a picture. This is true, of
course, anyone can take a
photograph. Photographs are art.
They're an art of today. They
portray a fraction of a second of
history for us all to see, whether it
be proverty, pain, happiness, or
just a beautiful thing. And unless
that moment is recorded on film,
it is lost forever. Perhaps the
greatest aspect of photography is
that it is such an individual thing.
Ten different people could look at
a photo and each could see
something different. It could
mean nothing, or it could mean
everything.

Sometime when you have a half
an hour, I urge you to take a walk
up to the second floor of the
library to the Art Gallery. On
exhibit is the work of three young
men from RIT. At this point. I
would like to present a short
review of their work.

Ernie DeSalvo's photographs,
with few exceptions are very
interesting. Ernie handles what I
would call a kind of " l i f e
protrayal" type of shot very well.
He seems to have followed a group
of construction workers into a
locker room and he ve ry
successful ly c a p t u r e s the
moments of humor and sadness
that they experience. And this
theme carries on to a woman
selling flowers and on yet.

By Brian Rathbun

Also there are some of the not-
so-unusual "standard" type shots.
Blatant examples would be the
typical "park bench" shots.
Again, as almost good photo was
taken inside the Genesee Book
Shop, but although the idea was
good, the c o m p o s i t i o n is
overwhelming to the eye of the
beholder.

There also seems, today, to be
raging disagreement about nudity
in photography. Believe it or not,
there is a big difference between
photography and pornography.
And I must say that Ernie has
executed his use of nudes in
photographs very well, and I
think, very successfully. Also I
would like to point out that Ernie
makes good use of brown toner in
some of his photos. I feel that
p o s s i b l y one of his m o r e
interesting photos is a shot of an
ad for Beacon Falls Rubber
Footwear. Take a look and see
what you think. On the whole this
is a good exhibit.

Chris Allen's exhibit on the
other hand was a bit of a
disappointment. On the whole, the
shots are very standard ones. The
streetcorner shots are a bit too
much after a while. Also Chris
made two attempts to contact
print a series of 35mm negatives.
Basically these were good, but had
he taken a little more care with
his contact printing, he would
have cleaned his contact printer
as to eliminate the oil spots on the
prints. After all this criticism

\THAT

Mimi Wells
This issue's "That Girl" is Mimi

Wells, an 18 year old freshman
Psychology Major. She is a
graduate of Mercy High and plans
to matriculate to SUC Buffalo
next S e p t e m b e r . Mimi is
interested in skiing.

however, there were several
interesting photos in his exhibit.
One photo tha t I cons ide r
outstanding is a "portrait" of
Ernie in a tree. Also there is a
very good shot of a boy carrying
his dog. There are a couple of good
winter shots and a very good
sunset. What I would consider one
of the better efforts is a super-
symmetrical arrangement of 16
photos. It is an arrangement of
two different poses, using David
Bateman as his model.

David Bateman seems to be
pretty sharp on the special efforts.
Unfortunately many of the non-
special effects shots are pretty
dry. His series of tree stumps and
his profiles of cliffs in my opinion
just don't make it. Also he makes
use of toner to " d r e s s u p "
otherwise poor shots. But, on the
other hand his series of shots on
leaves are very commendable.
T h e r e a r e a l so two ve ry
interesting shots taken from the
inside of a silo. Perhaps the most
impressive part of David's exhibit
though is his obvious dexterity
with the contact printing and
solarization of Kokaliths.

At this point I'd like to say that
this critique was just one person's
opinion. I ask you again to give
these three gentlemen just a little
of your time, and carefully look at
their exhibits. But above all, form
your own opinion of what you see,
and don't let anyone change your
mind.

When Nature Calls
By R. Stuart Marks

It has become a custom for the
five of us (Steve, Gil and myself
go to MCC, Ross goes to Cortland,
Lippo to Potsdam) to celebrate
the end of one semester and the
beginning of another by making
our rounds of the local bars, and
tanking up.

During this month's episode of
the tri-annual ritual we made our
last stop at a friendly, warm, and
oft revisited Park Avenue Local.
The place was crowded with
college kids and alike and was
heavy with smoke and the loud,
incesscant talk that is always
present at 1:00 o'clock in the
morning. Having already had
quite a bit of liquid of one form or
another in us, we made a natural
bee-line for the men's room.

It was small, with a capacity for
three; one to stand, one to sit, and
one to wash! Ross stood, while
Lippo went into the privacy of the
seat. It was then that the door
opened and several more gents
arrived. One of them was in a bad
way. "Christ; all you guys ahead
of me?!" He leaned against the
wall and shook up and down in
desperation, standing on one leg
first, then another. The door
opened and another pair of

'"users" arrived. By this time

there were at least 10 people in the
tiny men's room. "Hey hurry up in
there will you," shouted the
agonized one."

"I'm going as fast as I can!"
was the anxious reply of a
disgruntled Lippo.

"Go faster, go faster!!", said
the first, a sweat breaking out on
his forehead. Steve suggested we
sell tickets, but that didn't go over
to well.

Ross flushed and elbowed his
way out of the toom. Gil replaced
him and to the releaf of our poor
friend. Lippo emerged from the
seat. "Lemmee in . . ." We felt
sorry for him and let him in ahead
of us. A sign of relief was heard
through the door and instantly we
all felt a little better.

It was becoming very crowded
but fortunately no one else came
in and in a little while we were all
sitting at a table and laughing
about old times.

We looked up as someone
evacuated the infamous mens
room. As he passed our table we
heard him grumbl ing , " h e
wouldn't let me in so I used the
dam sink . . ." Ross looked up and
said, " . . . and I forgot to wash
my hands."

It's going to be a long semester.

New
By Leo V. Bosner

There is a scene in the movie,
"Easy Rider," where a lady in the
mountain commune tells the head
man that they must turn away
their visitors without food or
shelter . . . there's not enough to
go around. Dennis Hopper and
Peter Fonda are told that they are
not welcome, and so they leave.
While this may not be the main
theme or idea of the picture, the
implications are clear: the young
folks, the beautiful and unselfish
people, must draw the line
somewhere. They must at some
time be selfish.

This is not a theatre review or a
movie advertisement. This is my
way of leading into a question that
has been bothering me for a while:
is there anything really new or
different about the so-called youth
movement? Is this the Age of
Aquarius or the day of the selfish
individual? I don't know the
answer, but I can offer some
observations.

Everyone said how nice and
b e a u t i f u l l a s t O c t o b e r ' s
moratorium was. What everyone
didn't say was how the U.S.
Government has either supported
or fought an undeclared war in
Vietnam since World War II.
Following the Japanese defeat,
nationalist leader Ho Chi Minh
demanded independence for his
little-known Indo-China, then a
French colony. France demanded
control of this wealth-producing
colony. We sided with the French
and aided them with arms and
money to keep the "communists"
out of Vietnam. Later, in 1960, we
began sending Green Berets and
Marines to Vietnam, though
largely on a volunteer basis. In
1965, twenty years after we began

subsidizing the Vietnam war, non-
volunteer, regular Army draftees
were sent to fight in Vietnam. And
it is only since then that there has
been significant opposition to the
war in this country.

Why? Why were there no great
moratoriums until after 1965? Was
it all right for American tax
dollars to support a French
colonial army, all right for
professional volunteer soldiers to
fight, but somehow immoral to
draft men involuntarily for
Vietnam duty? Didn't anybody
know, back in 1960, that we were
fighting a war over there, or didn't
anybody care, as long as they
themselves didn't have to carry a
gun? If President Nixon could
somehow abolish the draft today
but still carry on the war with
volunteer troops, would the
moratorium continue to happen?
Would all the brave young men
who shouted "Hell No, We Won't
Go" in 1969 cry "Stop The Killing"
in 1970? I doubt it. When The Man
steps on our toes, we all scream
and holler for him to get off; once
he does get off, we heave a
grateful sigh, ignoring the
screams of the new victims.
Better them than us.

For two and a half years Great
Britain (with U.S. economic aid)
supplied the Nigerian government
with modern a r m s to kil l
Biafrans. American engineers and
construction teams, sent by the
U.S. Agency for International
Development (AID), built roads
for the Nigerians to ride on in
their shiny new tanks. American
college students have vigorously
denounced government-sponsored
murder in Asia; why haven't they
been as vigorous in denouncing
government-financed murder in
Africa: or Greece, or several
o t h e r p l a c e s w h e r e our
government is on the wrong side?
Well, nobody's getting drafted to
Biafra.

But it is too early to judge, too
soon to condemn. College students
are human beings, nothing more
nor less, and will move to action
only when they feel directly
threatened. The Peace Movement
was born of the Vietnam draft;
Ecology and Conservat ion
movements gained followers in
proportion to the levels of air and
water pollution; White Racism
begat Black Power. I can only
hope that the activists will not
limit themselves to their own
short-sighted, selfish goals, but
that more people might somehow
get involved in making the world
better for everybody.

r
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Black Studies At Cornell
Ithaca, NY.-(I.P. (-Reprinted in

this issue are excerpts from
J a m e s T u r n e r ' s r e p o r t to
President Dale R. Corson of
Cornell University on the goals of
the University's Afracana Studies
and Research Center. Turner is
associate professor of Afro-
American studies and director of
the Center.

The Africana Studies and
Research Center approaches the
c o n t r o v e r s i a l and h igh ly
significant issue of Black Studies
in America with five basic
assumptions. They affect the
character of allthat we do and all
that we plan to do in the area of
Black Studies. These are the
assumptions:

1. That Black Studies is a field
still being born. This is not to deny
the existence of significant, and
often unappreciated, work related
to Black Studies that has already
been done, but it does deny the
fact that there is any clear
understanding of the specific ways
in which a profound mining of the
Black experience challenges and
transforms the basic educational
structures of the nation.

2. That the establishing and the
defining of the field of Black
Studies stands logically as a task
and a challenge for Black people
in America and elsewhere. Others
may be called upon for assistance,
but the initiative must be ours.

3./That the Center and its
counterparts on other campuses
are in an excellent position to play
a central role in defining the field
and creating some of the models
so urgently required. In this task,
of course, we must find ways of
combining the thought and
activities of those Black persons
throughout the nation who are
working at the Black Studies task,
often in scattered and isolated
situations.

4. That a unified, rather than a
conventional ly understood
academic-discipline-bound,
approach to the creation of Black
Studies is not only desirable, but
absolutely necessary. Indeed, this
unified approach is central to the
demands of most thoughtful Black
student and faculty groups across
the country.

5. That a serious building of this
field is the task of years, and not a
makeshift program for a few
persons to do in several weeks or
months.

Basic Program Elements: . . .
Already it has become apparent to
us that several elements must be a
part of any creat ive, well-
structured approach to Black
Studies. We have understandably
sought to include them in our own
planning. Among these elements
are the following:

1. Serious research in many
a r e a s of h i s t o r i c a l and
contemporary Black existence
that have been either ignored, or
only superficially explored (e.g.,
Social Structure in the Black
Community, Comparative Black
Urban Development in the New
World, Comparative Slavery).

2. The encouragement of those
creative artists who are searching
for the meaning of a Black
aesthetic, who are now trying to
define and build the basic ground
out of which Black creativity may
flow in the arts. Encounter among
these artists, on the one hand, and
scholars, activists, and students,
on the other hand, must be
constant in both formal and
informal settings.

3. Continuous research on those
contemporary political, economic,
and social policies that now shape
the life of the Black community in
America and that determine its
future.

4. Constant experimentation
with the meaning of Black Studies
for the surrounding Black

community, and openness to the
p o s s i b l e inpu t from t h a t
community into the development
of Black Studies. The two-
sidedness of the experience is
essential and must be encouraged.

5. The development of new
materials for and new approaches
to the teaching of the Black
experience, which must grow out
of laboratory situations at every
grade level.

6. The training of a constantly
expanded cadre of persons deeply
immersed in the mate r ia l s ,
methods, and spirit of Black
Studies, who can help supply the
t r e m e n d o u s d e m a n d s for
personnel in a variety of formal
and i n f o r m a l t e a c h i n g
environments. The development
of new materials, methods, and
curriculum for the teaching of
Black children.

7. The creation of consortium
models which make possible the
constant interaction of Black
students and faculty on northern
and southern campuses around
certain selected foci of Black
Studies. This must be expanded to
the e n c o u r a g e m e n t and
development of contacts among
Black students, scholars, political
leaders, and artists from various
parts of the world.

It is clear that Black Studies
cannot really be developed unless
we understand more fully both the
unique and common elements of
our experiences in the Black
diaspora.

8. The g a t h e r i n g and
consolidation of those library and
archival resources which will
facilitate the development of
Black Studies as it proceeds
towards definition.

9. The establishment of good
c o n t a c t s wi th p u b l i s h i n g
enterprises, which will not only
make available the results of the
experimentation and study of the
Center, but which will also
encourage that increasing number
of authors and researchers who
wish to present their work from
the heart of a Black matrix.

10. The gathering, cataloging,
and critical analysis of those
Black Studies programs and
personnel already developed
across the nation, so that we may
begin with a fuller sense of
direction, possibilities, and
problems. This process began with
a summer-long seminar in June,
1969, and will continue with
monthly seminars of Black
Studies directors and several
larger working conferences at
least through the summer of 1971

Among our basic concerns and
c o m m i t m e n t s is t h e
determination to set our skills to a
new understanding of the past,
present, and future condition of
the peoples of African descent,
wherever they may be found,
with an initial emphasis on
America and growing components
on Africa, the Caribbean . . .

LAUREL
and

HARDY
Charlie
Chaplin

SPRING COFFEE
HOUSE

Tuesday, February 17
BRICK LOUNGE

7:00- 11:00

MCC
FOLK

SINGING
CLUB

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 16th
College Hour

How To Make An
Efficient Degree Factory

By Gary A. Reynolds

Invest in a large amount of tape
recorders. Then hire an equal
amount of students and send them
off to various lectures. After they
have taped the lectures, a group of
t y p i s t s w i l l e d i t our a l l
unnecessary chatter, and ditto off
the lectures in convenient texts to
be distributed to students as part
of their course material.

If this system worked, as indeed
it should, we could do away with
c l a s s r o o m s a l l t o g e t h e r .
Instructors would not have to
leave their offices, as they could
read their lectures directly into
the recorders and save the
students the inconvenience of
attending classes. It would prove a
more e f f i c i e n t m e a n s of
communicating knowledge; it
would eliminate the necessity of
rapid and precise notes. The
student could memorize from a
neat, accurate text.

Ultimately this would save the
state a sizeable amount of money.

The lectures, in text form, could
be used e v e r y s e m e s t e r ,
eliminating the need and expense
of instructors. Since the course
material would remain static,
computers could be programmed
to correct exams and determine
grades. This would provide a more
efficient and economical school;
no creat ive professors and
students to hamper the duties and
functions of adminis t ra t ive
p e r s o n n e l . The v a c a t e d
classrooms would allow the
administration the needed room to
practice Parkinsons' Law and the
recently discovered Peter
Principle.

With this system every person in
Monroe County would obtain a
college degree. This magnificent
achievement of organization
would resu l t in individual
fulfillment and a Utopian society.
There is nothing preventing us
from accomplishing this goal
before 1984.

Welcome back to the old, and
welcome in the new veterans, with
hopes of a good trip while here at
MCC. I hope registration brought
you all the courses that are
n e c e s s a r y for a sa fe and
predictable exit from this wonder
world of education.

S o m e t h i n g new d u r i n g
registration this semester? Right,
all hourly requirements were
validated at the end of the trail
with the hopes tha t many
problems would be left lying in the
dust of forgotten semesters. If no
one here has dropped below the
Federal requirement of 14 credit
hours, then your monies should be
flowing quickly into your pockets
this semester. If there is any
problem with the bread for new
veterans, please feel free to rap on
the door of Brother Adimaro for
help. It is part of his job to help us,
so use him well, if necessary. He's
part of the administration here but
he's pretty well together, and
definitely seems to be on our side.

Gym? Yes, still the old Jim
trick, I mean gym trick (Freud
would probably have something to
say about that little slip), but at
least something has been done.
Many questionnaires have been
sent out to colleges within New
York asking if it required of its
ve te rans to take Phys ica l
Education at that particular
school. Possibly within a month
many of the schools in question
will have made use of the enclosed
stamped envelopes, and will
return some sort of answer. Quite
possible that by next September
we may have beat this gym thing.

Horton has answered many of
the l e t t e r s s e n t to him
complaining of our fourteen hour
requirement to collect full
benefits from the V.A. Read
closely, however, and you will see
that nothing has actually been
done for us.

Vet's Association At Work I
At one time a bill was put to the

Senate asking for a drop in the
requirements, but the Senate put
it to us and dropped that part of
the bill all right, right out of sight.
So you did your thing for old U.S.
of A., well remember that little
ditty about spreading your cheeks
and receiving your due.

In the near future there will be
another petition to sign asking
Dandy Dick Nixon to sign our bill
so we can survive a little bit better
than we are now. Our funds are
down so start thinking of angles to
make some bread: rob an armory
and sell the guns to people waiting
for the revolution; teach guerilla
tactics to those nasty campus
radicals (heavens); sell tear-gas
to police science s tudents;
phornography to the sweet little
secretaries in administration. All
of us being clean cut ex-American
servicemen, we should be able to
come up with something, or down.

I think the club should definitely
think of paying for the education
of a few kids in Korea, Nam, and
perhaps in our own area or down
South. A few bucks could put some
children on a different road;
perhaps show them the light that
would not ordinarilly be there
without financial aid.

Well team I have bent your
eyeballs for all of five minutes so I
will let you go. If by chance you
see one of our posters and would
like to attend a disorganized
meeting, come to one of our
Veteran 's Association get-
togethers. I expect within a month
our meetings will be armed with
guards, so try to remember your
general orders of a sentry. Don't
forget we are one fifth the
population of this school; we are
power; we should learn how to use
it; we have never done this
before; we should start NOW.

Tom Mangialino
Pres. Vet's. Assoc.
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Executive Board Meets
by Pati Peake

The first meeting of this
semester was held last Monday,
February 2. Pat Madama, Student
Association President, called the
meeting to order at 12:05, and
announced that Margaret Zicari,
former Student Association
Secretary, and John Remmel,
former Student Association Vice
President, would no longer be
members of the Board due to
insufficient academic results.
Temporary acting Vice President
for this meet ing was Dave
Silverthorn, and Pat appointed
Lorraine Van Lare as Secretary.

Lorraine read the minutes for
the preceding meeting; Dale
Howe, Student Association
Treasurer, gave a financial
report, and the business at hand
was then faced eagerly.

The primary objective of this
meeting was to elect a new Vice
President. Three candidates were
presented to the Board to be
viewed: Jeff Nagle, Ned Kovice,
and Kim Keller. They were asked
to give their qualifications and any
background experience beneficial
to the handling of the job of
Student Assoc ia t ion Vice
President. The three candidates,
having given their glowing
reports, were asked to leave the
Conference Room in order that the
Board might discuss their views
regarding this issue. All three
candidates were thought to have
outstanding qualifications for this
job, but it was disclosed through
discussion that priority must be
placed on a candidate who has
enough past experience to be able
to take over immediately and
start working, and enough
personal interest and social
uninvolvement with other
activities to be able to dedicate a
great deal of time in handling the
important and demanding job of
Student Assoc ia t ion Vice
President. There was a great deal
of rather heated discussion back
and forth across the table, until
finally, by secret ballot, the Board
members each cast their vote.
The results of this voting was — a
deadlock, which was broken by the
all-determining vote of Pat
Madama; dramatic, to say the
leastllt was close, but Kim Keller
immediately took the seat of Vice
President as if he had been Vice
President of the Executive Board
for years. It appears that Kim
Keller will put forth a great deal
of sincere effort.

The next point of business to be
discussed concerned a budget for
the Comex Drama Club. Nick
Gagliaro represen ted this
organization along with Gene
Muto, the Director of dramatic
productions. The proposed budget
included funds for royalties,
scripts, sets, make-up and lighting

supplies, promotion, sound
e f f e c t s , c o s t u m i n g , and
proper t ies . Nick and Gene
expressed a desire to improve the
Drama Club at MCC and to
p r o m o t e c u l t u r e and
sophistication at our school. Two
plays were put on last semester;
one was fair, the other quite
successful; but no costumes, sets
etc. were available due to lack of
funds. The Board, however, could
not pass the proposal because a
club must be chartered and proven
for one full semester, and the
Drama Club did not become
chartered until November 1969.
However, Mark Bowllan, Student
Coordinator, suggested that Nick
see him and work with him with
the possibility that this be
included as an activity. Therefore,
Comex Drama Club's budget was
refused, but they will probably get
sufficient funds to carry out their
plans for four plays this semester.

Due to a shortage of time, and a
conflict with one o'clock classes, a
meeting was planned for 6 p.m.
the next day.

The meet ing adjourned
promptly at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, February 3

Pat called the meeting to order
at 6:15 P.M. Minutes were not
read because they were
unavailable.

Mr. Hastings, coach of the
Wrestling team, attended this
meeting to request that the
Student Association finance the
team, enabling them to go to the
Regional Tournament at Dehli
Tech. Expenses would total $596
for twelve men. The Board
expressed a desire to send the
team, and recognized the
importance of this tournament;
however, the Student Association
treasury has too many other
expenses which they must handle
this semester to be able to finance
such an excursion. It was
suggested to Mr. Hastings that he
transfer funds from other
sources; for example, the soccer
team did not use their entire
budget, and the soccer season is
over, therefore the soccer team no
longer will be needing their
budget, which could be used to
finance this. The discussion was
then tabled.

Ralph Estrich, an interested
student, was present at the
meeting to request that the gym
be opened to students and the
community on weekends. It seems
that all the equipment in the Gym
Department is unused at this
time, and many students could
benefit by being given the
opportunity to use them during
their free time in the evenings and
on weekends. Thus far such use
has been denied because there
must be superv i s ion , and

THAT MAN FROM RIO

supervision costs money. This was
favorably discussed and is
perhaps something to look
forward, however, the Association
is unable to sponsor this at this
time.

Jim Rose attended this meeting
to present his Rhinoceros Concert
for viewing by the Board. The
concert is planned for February 28
in our gym and is designed
"Woodstock" style. Tickets for
MCC students will be $2.50 and for
the public $3.00. The light show
will be planned to perfection and it
appears that it will be very
successful. Jim asked the Student
Association to back him up
financially, and the profits of this
will be split in half, half of the
profit will go to the Student
Association. The idea went over
well, because the Board is very
anxious to make some money;
therefore it was suggested that the
budget from Spring Weekend and
the remainder of the money
unspent from Fall Weekend along
with funds fro movies and band be
reallocated into one fund called
the Activities Contingency Fund
out of which funds for this concert
will be provided.

The Student Association plans to
sponsor busses for the basketball
game on February 10th at Erie
Tech. Round trip bus fare will be
$2.50.

There was also a brief mention
of plans for a dance on the 20th.
Mark B o w l l a n , S t u d e n t
Coordinator, expressed a desire to
a t t e n d t h e N a t i o n a l
Entertainment Conferrnce in
Tennessee. The cost of sending
him would be $300, but it seems
well worth the money because it
would provide an opportunity for
Mark to get some new activity
ideas. It was unanimously agreed
that Mark would go, and the
money would be provided.

The next point of business
referred to pledging procedures.
After some discussion is well
agreed that rushing would consist
only of a d v e r t i s i n g and
recruitment of candidates for
fraternities and sororities; and
pledging must end four weeks
before exams begin, with no
pledging during exam time.
Pledging may begin directly after
the semester begins.

The Termination of Mr. Jeffries
Employment Committee will be
directed by Bob Brennon and Tom
Mangliano.

There is a Coffee House planned
for the 17th in the Brick Lounge
during the evening. There is no
cover charge, but an opportunity
for donations by the coffee urn
will be provided. This activity is
primarily sponsored by the Folk

, Club hee at MCC.
The meeting adjourned at 7:40.

VET MUSCULAR

A COUPLE

Directed by Phillippe De Broca,
this is a widely Galic combination
of zany comedy and hair-raising
adventure thriller. With Jean-Paul
Belmondo as its intrepid hero (a
combination of Humphrey Bogart
and Harold Lloyd) the film follows
the trail of an Amazon Indian
statuette stolen from a Paris
museum; tracking the gang of
thieves and kidnappers by land,
sea and sky across the ocean to
Rio de Janeiro, to Brasilia and
into head-hunting country -
through hovels, palaces, planes,
skyscrapers, and finally into
subterranean, aboriginal caves.

The action never stops; nor the
thrills or the laughter. The film, so
reminiscent of the best of our
earlier "cliff hangers," is a
masterpiece in its class; color
photography on both sides of the
Atlantic is magnificent, and the
ac t ing s u p e r l a t i v e — by

by Donna N orris

The Senate meeting of February
5 was ra ther informal, but
business was carried on as usual.
The committee for preregistration
reported that plans are being
m a d e to i n c o r p o r a t e the
procedure into next fa l l ' s
registration; hopefully, it will be
run in a more efficient manner
. . . The Senate was informed by
Dean Smith that although there
was a slip-up this year, college
catalogues will be available from
now on by June, preceding fall
registration . . . A committee is
in existence to investigate

different types of s tudent
Government and to consider the
possibility of adopting a new
system of government for MCC.
Any proposals concerning a
change will be made at election
time in May . . . Another Student-
Senate rap-in is being planned, and
this time Dr. Good will be present
. . . The Senators would again like
to remind all students that their
meetings every college hour on
Fridays are open to everyone, and
they encourage people to come.
This is not a cold, formal
invitation, but rather a sincere
attempt to recognize and fulfill
student needs.

BIG BANDS COMING
By John La Bella

Jim Rose, leader of the Middle
Earth Light Show, and the MCC
Student Government, are now in
the process of making vigorous
efforts to bring "big bands" to
MCC this semester. Rose, who is a
genius at his trade and a student at
MCC, brought his ideas of bringing
bands to MCC to Mark Bowlen,
student coordinator at MCC. After
agreement was made that Rose
and his light show would handle all
negotiations and that the Student
Government would apportion the
money to host the gala events
"Rhinoceros" a well known group

Belmondo, Francoise Dorleac,
Jean Servais, and a fine company.
Color — 114 minutes — Release
Date: 1964.
Director: Philippe De Broca.
Producer: Alexandre Mnouchkine
and Georges Dancigers.
Screenplay: J. P. Rapeneau,
Ariane Mnouchkine, Daniel
Boulanger, Philippe De Broca.
Photography: Edmond Sechan.
Musical Credits: Georges
Delerue.
Stars: Jean-Paul Belmondo,
Francoise Dorleac, Jean Servais.
Awards: On four 10-Best Lists for
1964.
Comments: Bosley Crowther, N.
Y. Times: A comedy thriller . . .
Mr. De Broca bubbles with
improvisations.
Saturday Review: De Broca has
provided some interesting (and
surprisingly unhackneyed)
glimpses. Jim Rose

from the New, York area was
booked. "Rh inoce ros " and
"Rain " formally "Rainbow" will
appear on Feb. 28 in the MCC
gym, "Rhinoceros" has cut two
albums, and is considered highly
rated in the underground scene.

The negotiations now in process
are being made through J & W
Associates a local booking agency.
Rose who has been bidding for
groups such as Rhinoceros,
intends to bring in one well known
group a month. Tentatively a list
of g r o u p s t h a t a r e be ing
considered for bidding are "Jethro
Tull", "Ten Years After", "Joe
Cocker", and "Santana". "The
arrangement," says Rose, "is that
we do the work and the student
association pays the money." The
earnings of the affair which aren't
expected to be enormus will be
split 50-50 between Middle Earth
and the Student Association. Big
groups such as "Santana", and
foreign entertainment such as
"Joe Cocker" from England, are
being contacted through the
Premier Booking Agency of New
York City.

"The purpose of bringing in
these groups." says Rose, "isn't
purely to make money." He went
on, "We hope to establish a
'Woodstock' type atmosphere in
which the f reaks and the
fraternities come together".

As an objective on looker it is
this reporters assumption that if
the idea is carried through unity
perhaps will finally prevail
b e t w e e n t he f r e a k s and
fraternities at MCC.

Student Senate

Sponsored by Sigma lota Chi

DYSTROPHY WIN
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LARGE CLASSES: AN
EDUCATIONAL ABSURDITY

The quality of education is suffering in many areas at MCC.
A history course with 50 students is outrageous. A literature
course with 60 students is absurd. Sociology and psychology
courses with 80 students are ridiculous. Poetry and art
appreciation courses with their present enrollments effectively
dehumanize the course material, the instructor, and the
students.

A discouraged faculty member remarked, she couldn't
understand what all those dull, bored faces were doing in college.
They didn't appear involved, stimulated, nor interested in the
course material.

When you put a large clump of students in a room, with
course material that requires going beyond the simple process of
memorizing data, but requires reasoning with, not lecturing at
students, then students are not involved with the process of
education. No dialogue, no personal involvement, no individual
participation in learning takes place. Higher education becomes
no more than a dehumanizing, demoralizing game that is played
at to learn the sacred degree. Did you get that Mr. County
Legislator and Mr. College Administrator?

A tax supported college with an open enrollment is the
greatest idea since the printed word, if it educates individuals.
But the emphasis appears to be in producing as many degree
holders as possible to justify the schools existence and expense.
The problem is finding a happy medium between quality and
quantity. Too much quantity results in a degree factory, and
lowers any value that a college degree is supposed to represent.

What is enraging is any administrator will always use the
slogan that the college is here to serve students. And, the first
explanation that is given for large classes is lack of money. But
the more questions that are asked, the more poor planning, the
more mismanagement, the more dis-organization is found. It
may very well be that many class sizes are more the result of
bureaucratic inefficiency, than the simple answer of not enough
money.

MCC is operated like there is a war going on. Things happen
only when there is a crisis. One department chairman put it
succinctly, "You don't ask people what to do, you tell them what
has happened." This raises an interesting question. When a
group of articulate and radical students start teaching their own
course in Molotov Cocktail Construction and throwing 101, who is
going to tell their subordinate what has happened?

If you are stuck in an overcrowded class and have read this
far, you may be interested in reading the next issue of the M-D.
Some interesting reasons for large classes will be presented. And
maybe a few practical solutuions.

MCC SPACE PROGRAM
There is a severe problem in the area concerning student

activities at MCC. MCC is rapidly expanding, but no forethought
has been afforded by the Administration as to what these
increased numbers of students will do with their leisure time,
time between classes.

The Student Association, Executive Board, the Student
Senate and Student Publications are seriously concerned over
what the future holds for student relaxation. In the past, Student
Activity areas were always the most expendable. If a
department at MCC needed more room, students were pushed off
into a corner. This information was related by a prominent
member of the Student Association, who felt that something has
to be done.

Presently, Health Services feels that they need to expand. To
go right means infringing on Duplicating and that's a "no-no."
The obvious answer is go left and cramp Student Publications
into an even smaller area. The case for publications is that it's
growing, not shrinking! The M-D is a weekly newspaper,
Cabbages and Kings wants to increase as does the yearbook,
Recall. This all means a bigger operation, more money, more
people, and more space to carry out this operation. It's bad
enough putting the three publications in one room, but now the
Administration wants to cut that.

Students seem to be the only ones concerned about this
problem of space. The SA has put in recreational facilities
despite "budget cuts." Pat Madama has expressed urgency on
this matter. The Senate talked with the Board of Trustees about
the recreational and social needs of students. A Student Union
would be a fine thing to include in the future building plans.
Publications is trying to curb this wanton take-over of student
areas. These steps are all designed to let the Administration
know that students are alive and kicking.

Back Talk con't.
(Continued from page two)

STUDENT LEADER
John Hughes, president of SDS, is
currently leading the drive for the
reinstatement of Vernon Jeffries.

by Pati Peake

On Wednesday, February 4th at
8 P.M., the Jazz Ensemble of
MCC. played in concert along with
the Jazz Band of Morrisville Tech.
in the Little Theatre.

The scant crowd of about 75
people consisted primarily of
parents and families probably
related to the jazz players, along
with a few students.

The Jazz Ensemble of MCC
opened the program with a
number made popular by Count
Bassie, and the crowd really liked
it. The second number was
Stephen Foster 's Camptown
Races, Les Brown style. The style
was so uniquely done, that it was
at first difficult to recognize this
old familiar tune. Tony Scideri
showed outstanding talent as he
did a trumpet solo. The next
number was a Kenton tune, Jump
For Joe, featuring the trombone
and tenor section, and a sax solo.
The crowd couldn't sit still, and
the a p p l a u s e was v e r y
c o m p l i m e n t a r y ; i t e v e n
war ran ted a yee-haw from
someone in the audience. The
Ensemble also included in their
repetoir Duke Ellington's Satan
Doll, arranged by Mike Arena,
with a trumpet solo by Dick
Green. Another tune, arranged by
Mike Arena , and the Jazz
Ensemble's last tune, was Theme
For Lou Ann.

THANKS Y'ALL
To the Editor:

I would like to take this
opportunity to express on behalf of
t h e Student S e n a t e our
appreciation to all those who
contributed toward an improved
registration procedure for Spring
Semester. A particular vote of
thanks for Mr. Bierre and his staff
is also in order.

I strongly hope that continued
progress can be made toward
more i m p r o v e m e n t in the
registration procedure for Fall
Semester, 1970.

"Something Wild'
MCC's Jazz Ensemble consists

of sixteen players; five saxophone
players, four trumpetists, two
electric guitarists, a drummer, a
pianist , and four trombone
players. Individually these young
men and women are excellent
musicians, and the solos that they
did were very well done; but
together they created a sound that
could really penetrate, it was not
uncommon to see a toe tapper, or
other ways of expressing
rythymn.

Next the Paragon Jazz Band of
Morrisville Tech. continued the
concer t by a Count Bassie
number, Faces Straight Ahead,
starting out with just organ,
drums, morroccas, bongos, and
guitar, while the rest of the group
gradually filled the stage, a total
of about twenty players. The
musicians were very impressively
attired in marroon blazers, white
turtleneck sweaters , silver
medallions, and a silver seal on
their blazers representing the
school.

They played such numbers as
Slow Eyes, a Doc Severinson
arrangement, along with several
other Doc Severinson tunes; the
trombone players tuned into a
"Jungle" as they played their
exotic instruments. The next
number was Jose Feliciano's
Light My Fire, in which a drum
solo was inserted which sounded
to me very much like In-A-Gadda-
Da-Vida, made popular by the Iron

Tony Caglia
Chairman Reg. Com.
Student Senate

HERE COME DE JUDGE

To the Editor:
Any student summoned to

student court and feels he has a
valid argument against any
charge, contact Lou Althoff
through mailfolders. Messages
may be left in the Student
Activities Office also. Silly as a
summons seem, I may be able to
save you quite a bit of trouble.

Lou Althoff 079 42 6859

Butterfly. The last number was
Aquarius from the American
Tribal Love-Rock Musical in
Broadway, Hair.

I think that movements are
contagious, because before long
the entire audience was jumping;
I aven noted two girls actually
dancing in their seats . The
drummer showed fantastic talent
in Light My Fire ; one word
described it-dynamite!

The next feature of the evening
was a group of ten girls and six
boys accompanied by piano, flute,
drums, and guitar singing Kites
Are Fun by Chris Deitrick. The
next song was Simon and
Garfunkle's Scarborough Fair;
their next number was Up, Up,
and Away, followed by Sunny, and
terminated by the One Note
Somba, with John Hoss as soloist.

The entire concert was very
well done, and I personally
enjoyed it. I was, however,
d i sappo in ted by the poor
representation of our school in the
audience; and I would like to see
such e v e n t s m a d e m o r e
frequented by MCC's students.
Many students have the idea that
jazz music has a tendency to be
conservative; I previously thought
so also. The concert was,
however, not the leas t bit
conservative, and could be easily
enjoyed by most folk-rock fans as
well as others interested in music.
L e t ' s see these a c t i v i t i e s
promoted in the future.
Glass Onion

THETAUPSILON

On December 2, 1969 the sisters
of Theta Upsilon Sorority held a
dance for the handicapped people
from the Al Sigl Center. The
dance was held at the Club from 7
P.M. to 10 P.M. The Rustics and
another local band played.

This project was a first for us.
About 300 people came to the
dance. It was our responsibility to
supervise everyone at the dance,
as well as check coats. Before-
hand a representative from the Al
Sigl Center came to instruct us
on how to supervise the dance
best. We were told of the special
problems which might arise with
these people; and how best to
handle them. The Al Sigl Center
provided the transportation for
these people. They also sent some
of their people to help out. The
brothers of Gamma Chi, Zeta

STUDENT
FACULTY
FORUM

MEETING
Feb. 20

Sigma Chi, and Sigma Kappa
Delta Fraternities; as well as the
sisters of Alpha Chi Beta Sorority
and the brothers and sisters of
Theta Kappa Chi Fraternity also
helped us out. Our Advisor, Mrs.
Frances Bollinger, was also
present. I would like to thank
everyone who was there for the
fine job they did in helping us out.
We really appreciated it.

The dance was a great success.
We had a lot of fun meeting and
dancing with these people. The
Rustics played well as always. In
addition, free records were given
to all who went to the dance. Very
few problems were encountered
and everyone had a great time.

To everyone concerned thank
you again for the fine help you
gave us at the dance; and for
helping these people to have a
great "night out". It was because
of your efforts that this project
was a success.

Cheryl Bareis

ZETA SIGMA CHI
Another semester has once

again begun and Zeta Sigma Chi is
looking forward to another fine
semester of work and fun.

It's really tough to get anything
going during the cold winter
months, but Zeta is already
making plans for a clambake as
soon as the chilly weather breaks.
We are also setting the wheel in
motion for an inter-Greek
basketball league.

Even though the semester has
just begun, pledging will soon
commence. All things point
toward a fine pledge class (I
hope).

Our president Ross Marinaro,
has been taken from our midst. He
was drafted. Boo Hoo. Well best of
luck Ross.

One final thought: People who
live in glass houses shouldn't.

Z E X Reporter
Rick Carpenter

Daily Mass Schedule for Lent

Monday — 1:10 Tuesday — 12:10
Wednesday — 12:10 Thursday — 1:10

Friday — 12:10
Emmanuel United Church of Christ. Directly opposite Campus,
between College Complex and the new nursing home.

What is Catholicism
A series of discussions on the nature and content of contemporary
Catholicism. Excellent for those interested in learning about it for the
first time, or brushing up on what's new since grammar school.
Clubs and Organizations Room 3-140 (next to pool room) every Tuesday
at 10
Newman Community sponsors discussions every Monday and Friday
during College Hour in 6-212.

Comex Theatre Co. Presents

Hello Out There

A One Act Play by William Saroyan with John Lyons and Christye
Amberger, Feb. 23 at 12 Noon, 24th at 12, 25th at 12, 26»hth at 12
and 8:30 p.m.

ADMISSION FREE!

Sponsored by Student Activities

"This is Theatre" — John Lyons
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INTEREST
MEETING

WRESTLERS MEET HAWKS

Veteran's

Association

FEB. 23 12:001
a Room 5-100

Senate
Elections

All applicants for vacant
Senate seats should be present
at the regular Senate meeting
in the Conference Room, Fri.,
College Hour at 1:00.

Ralph Wallace

The final wrestling meet of the
season gets underway here this
Saturday at 5:30 p.m. when Coach
Roscoe Hastings and his matmen
tackle Mohawk Valley in a

conference match that shapes up
as an exciting show. It will mark
the last local appearance for two
MCC matmen, co-captain Doug
Williams and fast-moving Ralph
Wallace.

Gene Versage is scheduled to
open the Tribune assault at 126
pounds, followed by Williams and
Wallace. Bob Hilderbrant, the
highly successful York, New York
wrestler, and Gary St. James, the
T r i b u n e ' s top p inne r , a r e
powerhouse performers who
always keep their opponents
moving.

Team co-captain Dave Young
and heavyweight Sam Campbell
are also starters for MCC. Warren
Lohr and Kit Jenkins, teammates
through cross country as well as
wrestling, might also break into
the line-up as the Tribunes close
their duel meet season.

MCC HOOPMEN IN ACTION

Tribunes lose to Delhi 107-99 in overtime. Joe Foreman was high scorer
with 30 points.

SWIM TEAM
Anyone who can tread water

should see swim Coach Hal Roche
right away. He's down to a
skeleton crew on the MCC swim
team and the season is still young.

Among the swimmers still
performing for MCC are Dave
Salisbury, who's been highly
successful in the backstroke; Fred
Lake, a breaststroke artist and
distance swimmer; and Rich
Elliott, the MCC diver who is
expected to make a name for
himself in the nationals later this
winter in Miami, Florida.

BOWLING
INTRAMURALS

MCC Intramural Bowling begins
Monday February 16. Competition
has been scheduled for two weeks
including playoffs. Headed by
Mrs. Anna Scheurman, faculty
advisor and Chuck Barone Student

Chairman the league promises to
be enjoyable. The bowling takes
place at Bowl-A-Roll Lanes every
Monday at 4:00. For more
information please contact Chuck
Barone via mailfolder 22583.

TRACK CLUB
NEWS

All p r o s p e c t i v e t r a c k
participants should contact either
club president Tom Doehler or
advisor Richard Vacchetto as soon
as possible to get details on the
two indoor meets at the end of the
month.

The track club will enter
invitational tournaments at the
University of Rochester on
Saturdays February 21 and 28. All
MCC students are eligible to
compete.

MCC athletes interested in being
a part of the track club should
attend the interest meeting next
Thursday, February 19, in G-100 of
the Phys Ed. building.

MCC suffered its fourth setback at the hands of Niagara CC, 71-69 in overtime.

Boarding Homes
Needed

Foster boarding homes are
presently needed in Monroe
County for adolescents. Daily
boarding allowance plus
monthly subsidy discussed at
interview. Call John Doody,
Catholic Family Center, 50
Chestnut Street, Rochester, New
York-546-7220.

Submit Stories
& Poems fo

"Cabbages & Kings"

at the
Publication

Office.

ernie di salvo

cnris alien

a.v id oaleroan
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MCC SPORTS. AN OVERVIEW
Building up interest in sports at

a two year college can be a
difficult thing to do, but MCC has
several things going for it: locally
f amous a t h l e t e s , p r o v e n
successful coaches, and shining
new facilities. Nevertheless, MCC
has some distance yet to go before
its teams receive the support
athletes get from fans at Oswego
State, Brockport, or Cortland, for
example.

MCC has intercollegiate sports
teams in cross country, soccer,
wrestling, basketball, swimming,
gynastics, baseball, and golf. It is
a fact, not a boast, that MCC has
had many more winning teams
than any other area college,
especially in the last two years.

This year, for example, the
Tribune cross country team went
10-1 while soccer finished 13-3. No
area college team did as well in
either sport. The basketball team
is currently enjoying its most
successful season ever, and
swimming and wrestling have also
shown well against top-rated
opponents.

While on the old campus on
Alexander Street, MCC athletes
had to utilize various high schools
and fields for practices. There
w e r e no home f a c i l i t i e s
what-so-ever. Nevertheless, the
soccer team won the national
championship for junior colleges
one year and was runner up
another t ime. The baseball
players were regional champions.
Basketball enjoyed winning
seasons, despite the lack of a
home court.

At the new campus MCC has one
of the largest gyms in the area.
MCC has plenty of open space for
outdoor sports practices and
games. The wrestlers have their
own work-out room. In general,
MCC provides a comfortable
atmosphere for athletes, as far as
facilities are concerned

Nevertheless, the athletes miss
the tremendous turn-out of fans

that they enjoyed in high school.
Although attendance at MCC
sports events is increasing, the
average MCC student still shuns
his school's intercollegiate sports
program.

One reason for this is that MCC
is a communter school. There are
no dormitories. At Brockport or
Oswego students will evacuate
their dorms for a couple hours on
a week night and head for the gym
to watch a wrestling meet or
basketbal l game. I t ' s free
entertainment, a chance to get
together with friends, and only a
few steps from "home". MCC
students, on the other hand, have
to make another trip to college to
take in sports events, and this is
often ten to fifteen miles or more.
Not just across the hall.

Also, many MCC students tend
to show a greater loyalty to their
old high schools than to their
college. Apparently unanxious to
leave the nest that made them feel
important for four years, they
frequent their alma maters on
basketball nights rather than
visiting MCC.

In general, the situation is
probably improving. Soccer
crowds were relatively small but
loyal and vocal. Basketball fans
are also limited, but they come
back again and again to support
MCC. There is r eason for
optimism, although it would be
hard to pinpoint why.

The local press, meaning the
Democrat & Cronicle and the
Times Union, seem to play up RIT
and U of R over MCC in every
sport. RIT has their own press
a g e n t as wel l as s e v e r a l
"infiltrators" working for the
papers. You can read about RIT's
runners making the dean's list but
you can't see how an MCC runner
fared in the national tournament
for junior col leges . RIT ' s
basketball squad is played up as
local heroes, while MCC's more
successful team is only used to fill

SPORTS EDITORIAL
Student Association sent MCC sports back to Alexander

Street last week when they vetoed a proposal by the wrestling
team to participate in the Region III Tournament in Delhi, N.Y.
A sampling of the logic used to explain this refusal was that MCC
had no undefeated wrestlers.

Lo and behold MCC is a member of Region III of the NJCAA
and expected to participate in the Tournament like all the other
NJCAA teams do. Furthermore, out of the over 200 wrestlers
who compete in Region III, only a half dozen are undefeated.

The MCC wrestlers have earned a right to compete in the
regionals. Working with a skeleton crew, they have nevertheless
forged a winning season. The Regional Tournament is not an
extra bonus, anyways, it's a part of the regular sports schedule
for any college team.

Apparently Student Association doesn't understand the sport of
wrestling, or the purpose of the Regional Tournament in general.
Not just champions go, or every weight class would be won by
forfeit. And a wrestler isn't less than a champion until he's lost in
the Tournament.

Consider the competition also. Among the opponents the
Tribunes have wrestled this year are a New York State
champion, two Virginia State champions, numerous sectional
champions, and several of last year's regional champions. MCC
beat Cornell University's freshman team with ease. How many
other MCC teams have played giant Cornell?

A wrestling program would be incomplete without an end-of-
season tournament. Student Association should reconsider.

V

• .

in blank space in college columns.
In general, the press treats RIT

and U of R quite favorably. MCC
gets second rate treatment. One T-
U columnist mentioned that
"while it's not exactly the big-
time, MCC's basketball squad is
doing well . . . " Apparently U of
R and RIT are big-time, for they
were featured earlier in the
column. This is unfair to MCC for
numerous reasons.

First of all, MCC plays against
teams its own level, which is a
very competitive one indeed. MCC
plays other junior colleges. It
would be unfair (and illegal,
according to NJCAA and NCAA
rules) for MCC to compete against
four-year athletes from 4-year
colleges. Against freshman and
sophomore teams from said
colleges, MCC has always faired
well. The first wrestling victory in
MCC history was against the RIT
frosh a year ago, likewise the first
swim victory this season. MCC
wrestlers this year out classed the
Cornell University yearling team
in a battle of David and Goliath.
The soccer team has on occasion
embarrassed the Brockport and
Buffalo State Frosh teams.

Also, MCC rates a better press
because it is of more local interest
to Rochester sports fans than RIT
or U of R sports. Rochester is not
a college town by any means.
Interest lies primarily in high
school sports. MCC's athletes are
largely local stars. For example,
the MCC basketball team includes
former all-stars (all-county, all-
city, etc.) from Eastridge, West,
Brockport, Franklin, Webster,
and Rush. Cross country included
all-county runners from Brighton,
Webster, Eastridge, Brockport,
and Rush, as well as an all-
scholastic from Edison. In plain
words, many (if not most) of the
area high schools' top athletes
continue their achievements at
MCC. Rochester sports fans would
rather see how their former high
school heroes fare than read about
a U of R ball-pumper from
a n o t h e r s t a t e or an R I T
benchwarmer from Buffalo.

There is little hope that the D &
C or T-U will start playing up MCC

"dream teams", such as the T-U's
team of the week, can become a
reality.

The MCC sports program is run
on a top-rate level. The soccer
team has gone to the national
tournament on several occasions.
Cross country runners have ;

competed in Lawrence. Kansas
(home of Jim Ryan) and
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the last
two years. Wrestlers went to
Minnesota last winter. Several
swim team members may be sent
to Miami, Florida, later this
season. MCC has produced
numerous junior college Ail-
American athletes, notably in
soccer.

sports for some time to come.
MCC out classed RIT in every
sport so far this year but still has
wound up second string the
morning after as the press hits the
public. For the time being, MCC
athletes may have to be satisfied
with being the only winning ones
jn town, and let the losers bask
amid the local papers sports
pages.

MCC sports teams occasionally
meet up with former area
athletes, as well as having them
on MCC teams. Coach Darvin
Pegelow's cross country squad
ran in to S p e n c e r p o r t A11 -
American Chuck McMullen on
three occasions last fall. The
w r e s t l e r s b a t t l e d G a t e s
heavyweight Paul Wager, a
former Section IV champion, last
December. Norm Bounds of Erie
Community College helped MCC
enjoy its first sell-out basketball
crowd last December in a game
that attracted fans from all over
town.

It is interesting to watch an
MCC sports team form. Former
rivals from various high schools
find themselves working together,
rather than against each other, to
form an even stronger alliance
than the ones they had in high
school with their old teams.
Former foes now trade skills and
work as a unit. Area high school

MCC DEFEATS U of R 22-11
Respectable ball-handling was

their strongest asset as the MCC
ladies' basketball team defeated
the University of Rochester
(women) in a cage contest at MCC
last Thursday. Final score was
MCC 22, U of R 11.

Despite the win, MCC will not
replace U of R in the Kodak
C l a s s i c nex t C h r i s t m a s .
Nevertheless it was a fitting
opening night victory for MCC's
spirited, hardworking girls team.

Sue Schwab was the high scorer.
Everyone on the team played an
equal amount of time for MCC.
Coach Mary Michalec felt her
girls played "very well," all
considered, and was more than
satisfied with the men officials.

"They did a fine job," Mrs.
Michalec commented. This is the
first year that MCC girls will have
men officiate their games.

Before a respectable number of

spectators, the Tribunettes played
a 2-3 zone defense that looked
pretty good. For the benefit of the
illiterate, a 2-3 set-up means two
in front and three in back. But
don't tell the other teams.

Offensively MCC could still
improve. The defense is in good
shape. The low scoring game was
the first for both teams.

MCC shot around 33 per cent
from the foul line and 20 per cent
from the field. They will play the
Yellowjackets again later in the
season, and scrimmage them this
week.

Bonnie Pagel and Maureen
Kane are co-captains. Jackie
Smith is expected to be among the
top scorers as the season rolls.
Kyle Gillette and Betty Rich are
among the other Tribunette stars.

Other players include Sue
Schwab, Kathy Byrnes, Marilynn
Kellogg, Mary Ellen Ford, Dede

Besides the intercollegiate
teams , MCC has had clubs
actively participating in hockey,
track, and lacrosse. Girls '
i n t e r c o l l e g i a t e s p o r t s ,
surprisingly similar to men's in
terms of general set-up, include
field hockey, basketball, and
volleyball.

This is one person's overview of
MCC sports. The MCC teams are
definitely worthy of support and
something to be proud of. The
college should back them up more.

MCC sports do have several
enemies, however. Budget cuts
l imi t the scope of MCC's
participation to some extent.
Various members of student
government from time to time
belit t le sports as less than
important to MCC. Former
athletes who gave gown lazy are
quick to criticize or mock MCC
teams but reluctant to join them.

As the winter sports season
draws to a close, there is another
doubleheader this weekend with
the basketball and wrestling
squads sharing the limelight. They
both host Mohawk Valley,
wrest l ing at 5:30 p.m. and
basketball at 8. All factions of
MCC are invited to attend,
faculty, administration, students,
and fr iends. There will be
sufficient seating available, you
can be sure of that.

Murphy, Carol Dwyer, Bonnie
Jones and Pam Keyser.

Mary Legasse and company
work the Scoreboard at home
games and also keep statistics for
Mrs. Michalec's team. The next
home contest is next Monday at
7:30 p.m. against William Smith
College.


